
EXPLORE A 
WONDROUS WORLD AT 

JEWEL CHANGI AIRPORT

Tourist Privileges 

Now Available

The latest lifestyle destination now open in Singapore!
See the world’s tallest indoor waterfall, shop and dine at 

over 280 outlets and enjoy one-of-a-kind world class attractions 
suitable for your whole family. Only at Jewel Changi Airport.

Over 280
shopping &
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World’s
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world-class
attractions
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jewelchangiairport.com
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All information is accurate at the time of print (Aug 2019). Jewel Changi Airport shall not be liable for any dissatisfaction, damages, loss, 
injury or inconvenience arising from the contents of this brochure.

Opening Hours: 10am to 10pm daily

By MRT
Take the East-West line to Changi Airport Station (CG2). Upon exiting the 
station, Jewel is accessible via Terminals 2 and 3 link bridges at Level 2.

By Bus
The following Bus Services will stop at Terminal 1’s basement bus bay: 
24, 27, 34, 36, 53, 110 and 858. Upon arrival at Terminal 1, please follow 
the signs to Jewel via Terminal 1, Level 1.

By Private Car/Taxi
• From the City Centre:
 20-minute drive via East Coast Parkway (ECP)

• From Woodlands Checkpoint:
 30-minute drive via Tampines Expressway (TPE) and Seletar
 Expressway (SLE)

• From Tuas Checkpoint:
 40-minute drive via East Coast Parkway (ECP) and Ayer Rajah
 Expressway (AYE)

Getting to Jewel
• From Terminal 1
 Jewel is connected to the Arrival Hall of Terminal 1 at Level 1.

• From Terminal 2 & 3
 Jewel is a 5 to 10-minute walk from the Departure Halls of  Terminal 2 

Level 2 (near row 1) or Terminal 3 Level 2 (near row 11) via link 
bridges.

• From Terminal 4
 Take the free airport shuttle bus service that plies between Terminal 4 

and Terminal 2. From Terminal 2, Jewel is a 5 to 10-minute walk via a 
link bridge from its Departure Hall on Level 2.

Jewel Guest Centre Contact
 +65 6956 9898 (10am to 10pm)

 contact.us@jewelchangiairport.com



A B R A N D  N E W
DA ZZLING EXPERIENCE 

Delve into a nature oasis at the Shiseido
Forest Valley – one of the largest indoor
gardens in Singapore.

Marvel at the HSBC Rain Vortex
– the world’s tallest indoor
waterfall at 40 metres high.

Discover endless insta-worthy
photo spots with remarkable
installations and spectacular views.1
2
3

Indulge in a magnificent
emporium of the best
international and local brands.5
4 Witness a myriad of 

first-in-Singapore brands making
their debut in Singapore.

THINGS
TO DO IN
JEWEL

TOP

10

9 Unwind round the clock with a plenitude
of 24/7 entertainment and late-night
dining options.

8 Feast on Singapore’s signature
dishes that have made it renowned
as a gourmet paradise.

7 Browse through unique local gifts from
home-grown brands to bring home
a piece of Singapore.

Recharge in YOTELAIR’s
smartly designed cabins before
travelling to your next destination.

Savour delectable feasts while
you unwind on airy terraces with
tranquil gardens in cool comfort.6

10

Be enthralled by Jewel Changi Airport, a 
brand new lifestyle destination with an array 
of unique play attractions. Marvel at the 
world’s tallest indoor waterfall and hike  
up four storeys of lush greenery.

Indulge yourself with over 280 shopping 
and dining options, relax and rejuvenate 
at Asia’s first YOTELAIR before setting off 
to your next destination.

Get ready for a wondrous journey.



PLAY

Indulge your senses
Explore the lush greenery of the Shiseido Forest Valley and 
hike up four storeys of walking trails while enjoying a host of 
shopping and dining options. Be amazed by the largest indoor 
collection of plants in Singapore, with more than 2,000 trees and 
palms, and over 100,000 shrubs.

EXPLORE THE
OUTDOORS,
INDOORS
The world’s tallest
indoor waterfall
Feast your eyes on this centrepiece 
attraction at Jewel. At 40 metres 
high, the HSBC Rain Vortex is the 
world’s tallest indoor waterfall. What’s 
more, don’t miss its captivating light 
and sound show that begins to 
dazzle in the evening.



A journey of many �rsts
Experience an eclectic mix of international and 
local brands, as we unveil to you stores with new 
concepts and the �rst to open in Singapore. With 
over 280 shopping and dining options, as well as a 
duplex boulevard and unique dining experiences, 
get ready to be spoilt for choice.

SHOP

DINE

Savour a
sumptuous selection
Tantalise your palate with a delicious fare 
at Jewel’s gastronomic wonderland. Relish 
decadent cuisines from around the world 
in an al fresco setting with incredible views 
of the waterfall and verdant landscaping. 
When night falls, be surrounded by a blanket 
of stars as you tuck into a sumptuous feast 
under the starry glass and steel canopy.



TR AVEL
MADE EASIER
Check in earlier than 3 hours
With early check-in facilities located at Level 1, you can now 
shop, dine and play at your own pace before embarking on 
your next destination. When it is time to board your �ight, 
you can conveniently make your way to the Departure Halls 
of Terminals 2 and 3 via link bridges.

Enjoy comfort and convenience
Rest and relax in comfort at the Changi Lounge located at 
Level 1.  Enjoy ultimate convenience with seamless baggage 
transfers and ground transportation provided from the 
airport to the maritime terminals. Before departing, you 
can deposit your hand-carry luggage to enjoy hassle-free 
shopping, and process your tax refund all in a single location.

CHANGI
EXPERIENCE STUDIO
Embark on a journey of fun and surprises at the Changi 
Experience Studio! Go on an exciting expedition in the 
virtual world of Changi Airport – through its past, 
present and future. Get a glimpse into the operations 
of an airport and discover the hidden secrets behind 
what makes the world’s leading airport tick. Engage 
in the wonder of amazing projection experiences, 
interactive games and immersive shows, which will 
delight adults and children alike.

FLY

PLAY
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BASK IN FAMILY FUN
Canopy Park at Level 5
Enjoy boundless fun with timeless one-of-a-kind play 
attractions or take a leisurely stroll at Canopy Park, a resplendent 
verdure that is home to �ourishing gardens.

Manulife Sky Nets
One of the largest indoor net attractions in the world, this 
unique 2-in-1 play attraction features a bouncing net and a 
walking net, promising adventure with every step.

Hedge and Mirror Mazes
Navigate through a complex labyrinth in Singapore’s largest 
indoor hedge maze, or traverse through the world’s �rst 
Mirror Maze set in a garden.

Discovery Slides
Set within a sculpted art installation, these slides bring you 
into a world of excitement as you spiral down enclosed tubes 
or open inclines.

Canopy Bridge
Feel like you are on top of the world! Experience a thrilling walk 
over a bridge suspended 23 metres above ground, with a glass 
bottom at the centre portion.

YOTELAIR  S INGAPORE
CHANGI AIRPORT
Rejuvenate at any time of the day with Asia’s �rst 
YOTELAIR. Perfect for a quick or overnight stay, it is 
the best place to relax and unwind before heading to 
your next destination. Stay on top of your business 
with high-speed WiFi connectivity, �at-screen TV 
and other tech essentials every traveller needs.

STAY

PLAY

Mirror Maze

Discovery Slides

Manulife Sky Nets

Hedge Maze


